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On/off pulsars: B1931+24

Kramer et al., 2006

Active phases are 5 to 10 days long

Switching off is in less than 10 s

Undetectable for 25 to 35 days

On-phase — rotation slows down 50% faster



On/off pulsars: B1931+24



On/off pulsars: J1832+0029

On-state > 300 days

Off-state ~ 700 days

Increase in slow-down rate
is similar to B1931+24

Lyne, 2006



Nulling pulsars Wang et al., 2007



RRATs

McLaughlin et al., 2006

11 sources characterized by single dispersed bursts

Durations are between 2 and 30 s

Average time intervals between bursts range from 4 min to 3 hours

Radio emission is detectable for  <1 s per day

Periodicities in the range of  0.4-7 s

Pdot is measured for 3 sources

The inferred magnetic field reaches the  magnetar values



RRATs



Structure of a plasma magnetosphere



Structure of a vacuum magnetosphere

Deutsch, 1955

Magnetic fields

Electric fields

The applicability criterion



Particles are accumulated in the regions
with zero longitudinal accelerating electric fields

Equation for the force-free surface (FFS)

Structure of a vacuum magnetosphere







Finkbeiner et al., 1989



The Dirac-Lorentz equation

4-vector 3D vector

4-force Electromagnetic tensor

Electromagnetic 4-potential

Electromagnetic fields
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The Dirac-Lorentz equation



Motion of charged particles

Attainment of  relativistic velocities

Surface fields

Þ

Accelerated particles produce curvature radiation



Quasistationary motion

Power of accelerating electric field forces =
curvature radiation intensity

Due to ultrarelativistic motion

Þ

Motion of charged particles



Time of the complete acceleration

Energy adjustment

Roots of characteristic equation

The applicability criterion is always satisfied.

Motion of charged particles



Energy adjustment

Eliminating self-accelerating solution yields

Decay time

While the particles approach the FFS, the quasistationary condition is
disrupted. The self-adjustment time increases and reaches the
characteristic time of the electric field change.
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Equation of motion

Motion of charged particles



Total velocity of a particle

Electric drift

Centrifugal drift

— binormal vector

— motion is virtually along magnetic field lines

Motion of charged particles



Motion in rotating frame

Transformation of the velocity and acceleration

ß

We neglect the translation and Coriolis
accelerations with respect to the relative acceleration



Equilibrium points

Effective electric field

Equilibrium condition

Motion in rotating frame



Particle oscillation near the FFS

We find the particular solution describing the motion with constant velocity

ß



Two conditions should be simultaneously satisfied

The first equation determines the transverse velocity component

However, the longitudinal component is still arbitrary:

The second equation fixes the longitudinal component

The velocity vector lies on the FFS

Particle oscillation near the FFS



The general solution

Non-relativistic case

Non-relativistic oscillation frequency

Particle oscillation near the FFS



Criterion for the applicability of nonrelativistic approximation

where

General case

Ultrarelativistic approach is valid if

therefore

Particle oscillation near the FFS



The equation of oscillations has the first integral

After change of variables

we have

where the elliptic integrals are

Particle oscillation near the FFS



Oscillation period

where

In non-relativistic case

therefore

In ultrarelativistic case

therefore

Particle oscillation near the FFS



The exact solution:

is inverse function for :
for any

Oscillatory character of motion:

Asymptotics

where

Particle oscillation near the FFS



Energy losses due to oscillations

The equation for the energy evolution:

The applicability criterion for adiabatic approach:

Averaging over the oscillation period and using the ultrarelativistic solution yields



The damping time constant

In this case the curvature radiation is small as compared to bremsstrahlung

Energy losses due to oscillations

Normalized first integral



where is the time of switching to the power decay

In this case curvature emission dominates..
It is equal to bremsstrahlung when

When t > , we have the exponential decay with the bremsstrahlung loss
domination

Energy losses due to oscillations



The restriction on the oscillation amplitude
from the adiabatic condition

The oscillation period should be less than the characteristic time constant
for energy decay

The oscillation parameters



Capturing charged particles

The quasistationary condition is violated when

Self-consistent mean free path:

At this point, two conditions hold:
i) condition for quasistationary motion

ii) condition for adiabatic oscillation

The distance of the first-time particle deviation from the FFS:



Particle trajectories at the FFS

Effective electric field is potential:

where

This potential is the integral of motion

The trajectory of a particle is the intersection of the FFS and the equipotential surface







Plasma accumulation

Proper electric field of the layer

For arbitrary we have

Therefore, the proper electric field is constant
(does not depend on ):



A plasma is completely charge-separated:

The equation for the thickness of charged layer:

Time of filling the magnetosphere with plasma

The diffuse background of galactic photons with the energy larger than 1 MeV

But the characteristic photon mean free path in a polar magnetosphere ~100 m.

Plasma accumulation



Conclusion

Far from the FFS the particles move virtually along the magnetic field lines. Their
energy is determined from the balance between the power of accelerated electric
field forces and the curvature radiation intensity.

When intersecting the FFS, the particles oscillate ultrarelativistically, their energy
decays first linearly, then in a power-mode. When the curvature radiation intensity
becomes less than the bremsstrahlung intensity, the decay is exponential.

Simultaneously with oscillation the particles move along closed FFS trajectories.
After capture on the FFS the particles cannot escape.

Capturing particles leads to the monotonous increase in the thickness of plasma
charge-separated layer formed in the vicinity of the FFS

Smallness of the cosmic gamma-ray flux can be compensated by the efficient pair
creation and not prevent from rapid filling the magnetosphere with plasma.
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